Produce shortages and violence mark strike

**By DAVID I. LANGFORD**
Associated Press

Food shipments to some eastern cities were cut yesterday by a truckers strike that has erupted into warfare on the highways with more than 300 trucks damaged, one driver slain and 27 people injured.

"It looks a lot worse," said Chief Deputy Edmory Rodes, president of the New England Produce Center just outside Boston. "So far, everything is moving on schedule. However, many truckers are now in--"

"...a daylight-only schedule," Mike Parkhurst, head of the association, "I'm calling it a bloodbath."" semana, S.C., routes.

"Today it's dead," said Tom White, deputy manager of the market. Mike Pfleger of the U.S. Department of Agriculture at the market said wholesale prices had jumped as much as 50 percent.

"There have been reports of beans, cauliflower, celery, eggplant, green peppers and tomatoes being dropped. He noted that 70 percent to 75 percent of the area's fruit and vegetables are shipped by truck.

Some trucking companies in Canada have suspended shipments to the United States because of the violence.

A load of potatoes is not worth a life," said Gary Hanfield, a potato broker in Hartland, New Brunswick. "We don't want this to be a war." John LaFortune, and selling a reduced

HPC re-votes to endorse FLOC boycott resolution

**By VIC SCIULLI**
Assistant News Writer

The HPC President's Council voted to endorse the Farm Labor Organizing Committee's (FLOC) resolution to boycott the Campbell Soup Company in an emergency meeting last night. HPC President Mike McAuliffe called the meeting because of an error made in the previous night's voting. The HPC had voted Tuesday night 15-4 with five abstentions on the resolution to boycott the Campbell Soup Company. McAuliffe, uncertain about the proper procedure on endorsements, thought that only a simple majority was needed to pass the resolution and declared that the resolution would be officially endorsed by the HPC.

After checking the HPC constitution, McAuliffe realized that a two-thirds majority, 16 of the 24 hall presidents, was needed to pass the resolution. This meant that the resolution had actually been defeated.

Last night's vote for the resolution was 16-4 with four abstentions. McAuliffe said it was important that the HPC re-vote on the resolution because of the influence hall presidents have on their halls. He believes that the outcome of the HPC vote can sway student opinion on the resolution. Students are scheduled to vote on the resolution this Tuesday.

Several hall presidents also admitted that they thought only a simple majority was needed to pass the resolution. McAuliffe, however, said that the simple majority rule has not made a difference in the outcome of HPC voting this year. The resolutions on topics such as television, library hours and alcohol policy were passed unanimously or near unanimously, he said.
A half-dozen tornadoes howled across Florida yesterday, killing one person and blacking out thousands of homes, while gusty weather which pounded much of the western Midwest piled up more dribs in a three-day onslaught that has claimed 12 lives. Meanwhile, a Pacific storm hit waterlogged Southern California with moderate rain and gusty winds. Forecasters warned of record and mudslides in coastal areas battered by devastating storms last week. How severe — the states to the high California were not expected to generate the powerful waves that destroyed or damaged thousands of beach homes and piers last week. — AP

A U.S. Marine captain climbed aboard one of three Israeli tanks, his pistol drawn and loaded, and told an immense Israeli commander he would have to roll over his "dead body" to get past an American checkpoint in Beirut yesterday, officials said. The Reagan administration immediately called Israel on the carpet over the "garvy" of the situation Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger called the Israeli behavior "threatening" and "both unseemly and basically damaging" to peace prospects. The column of three Israeli tanks was stopped by Marine Capt. Charles B. Johnson, of Rock Island, Ill., pulled his weapon and loaded it in front of an Israeli tank commander as he rolled onto the command post and demanded the withdrawal, officials said. The Israeli officer "insisted they were coming through, the Marine captain said they were not," Weinberger said. Johnson "climbed onto the lead tank, said that if they were coming through they'd have to do it over his dead body," according to Weinberger. — AP

A tank truck loaded with propane gas collided with an automobile just west of Avon Wednesday afternoon, injuring four people and creating the evacuation of nearby residents because of leaking liquid propane gas. Deputy James Daugherty of the Hendricks County sheriff's department said there was no explosion or fire. The accident happened around 9:45 p.m. The deputy said the accident occurred when the tanker and automobile collided head-on at about 4 p.m. on Indiana 25 near the junction of Indiana 20 a few miles west of Indianaplis. — AP

The Guide Division of General Motors Guide in Ar­­den­­son, Ind., announced yesterday it is recalling 62 workers on Monday. The 62 laid-off hourly employees will return to their jobs as a result of an increase in production, Guide spokeswoman Pat How­­kins said. This latest recall brings Guide's workforce to more than 3,800. Leaving 546 on an indefinite layoff. Guide manufactures cars, truck and tractor lamps, rear view and visor mirrors, plastic pipes and bumper systems. This is the fourth recall since the beginning of the new year, bringing the total recall for 1983 to 250. — AP

An Tostal Organizational Meeting
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Debating the freeze

Ryan Ver Berkmoe
Managing Editor
Inside Thursday

The history of the debate over nuclear arms is a closed one. About the only generalization that can be made about the various opinions is that no one wants to be near a nuclear bomb when it goes off.

Otherwise, things get complex quick. On one side you have those who feel the best way to prevent nuclear war is by nuclear stalemate. Then there are those who feel that the Russians are as scared of nuclear war as the U.S., and would do if we let the world see.

Things get even more complex once it comes to arms talks. How much do we give up to the Soviets? Should we reduce nuclear levels or nuclear warheads at the current level? These are questions that few agree on. Public opinion, while divided, was for years very limited in scope. Recently, though, anti-nuclear movements have gained strength in Western Europe and the United States. The most popular and successful approach so far advocates both sides freeing their number of nuclear warheads at present levels. This position has received a lot of influential support lately, including that of the American Catholic Bishops. The simplicity of the proposal stands in contrast to the incomprehension of the arms deals. Opponents argue that a freeze now would only benefit the Russians, and that verification of the freeze would be difficult. This argument has come to Notre Dame and Saint Mary's. The Campus Freeze Coalition has placed a referendum ballot for the upcoming student government elections. It states:

"Shall the United States Government suspend the production of nuclear freeze the testing, production, and further deployment of all strategic nuclear weapons."

Already much rhetoric concerning the referendum is filling the air. In the interest of clearing the air, and to let the opposing sides state their cases, The Observer is sponsoring a debate on the Nuclear Freeze Referendum. John Blandford of the Two Campuses Freeze Coalition will be debating Mark Lyns from the Notre Dame College Republicans. They will be answering questions posed by Observer editors.

During the course of the debate a number of ill­­known terms and phrases may be used. What follows is a list of the more common terms.

"Decoupling" is a word used by Reagan proposed this as a means of outflanking the Soviets. If the Russians get rid of their missiles aimed at Western Europe, we will not deploy missiles in Europe aimed at Moscow and other hamlets. SS-20: An accurate and deadly missile that can level all parts of Europe from Boston, it can also be transported and launched from a truck. -30: A U.S. counterpart to the SS-20. If it survives the test phase, plans call for it to be based in West Germany this fall.

Cruise Missile: An accurate missile. NATO plans a full debate in five European countries.

The local groundhog was hindered from seeing his shadow due to the cloudy South Bend weather yesterday, so winter is almost over. A 70 percent chance of snow, windy and cold today. Temperatures falling into the low 20s by evening. A 80 percent chance of snow tonight. Lows in upper teens. Occasional snow tomorrow morning finishing to flurries. High in low to mid 20s. — AP

An interesting students are urged to attend.
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Holography medium stimulates creativity

By MARY PAT GOLDEN
News Staff

"For a long time we have been taking sticks and scraping them on cave walls. Now the laser is our stick," said Rosemary Jackson in her second and final lecture on holography yesterday.

The lecture is a part of a series of events planned for the Exhibit of Creative Holography, which will continue through February 18 in Moreau Gallery at Saint Mary's.

"Holography (the creation of a three-dimensional picture through the use of laser light) is the only communications medium which can relate to us the real world just as we see it," according to Jackson, director of the New York Museum of Holography.

Jackson said she hopes that people will see holography as more than just a new kind of 'hi-tech' art. "I think we have to think of it as a way to present things to the public. We can even teach three-dimensional science.

"You can present the whole world to the public in three dimensions by holography," Jackson said. "It is a very important art because it can give us the real world just as it appears to our eyes."

The study of holograms itself is still in its infancy. "We are not sure what holography will bring us," Jackson said. "But it is a fascinating new art form, and it is possible that it will revolutionize the way we think about the world."
First Dem. to announce

Cranston plans presidential bid

WASHINGTON (AP) — Calling for an end to “the incredibly dan­gerous, shamefully expensive arms race,” Sen. Alan Cranston yesterday formally became the first 1984 presidential candidate.

Getting a short jump on his better known Democratic rivals, the California senator opened his cam­paign in the marbel-columned Senate Caucus Room before a cheer­ ing crowd of supporters. He then flew to Manchester, N.H., to repeat his announcement in the state which will hold 1984’s first presidential primary.

The 68-year-old Cranston is regarded as a longshot prospect for the Democratic nomination. Most polls show him trailing Vice President Walter F. Mondale and Sen. John Glenn of Ohio.

Asked how he planned to overcome the leads of such rivals, Cranston said his strategy consisted of “my message, organization, raising money,” and expanding his base in California into other states of the West and the border­lands.

The senator’s message clearly was that he is the candidate committed to negotiating an end to the nuclear arms race.

“No president has ever given the priority task, of ending the arms race, the attention it demands. I will,” he said.

And he tied the arms race to the economic problems of the nation.

“I am convinced that in the long run, we cannot revive our economy — or save our society — until we end the incredibly expensive arms race,” he said. He added that the next presidential announcement by a Democrat could come Feb. 9, when
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tions on loan and grant eligibility are necessary to screen out applicants who really have no need.

Russo added that submitting the Financial Aid Form (FAF) on the first day of class is not the single most important thing a student can do to have a chance at aid. He believes that people are often so discouraged that “they’ll throw in the towel” and apply. The College Scholarship Service must receive FAFs by March 1 for Next Year students to be eligible for aid.

El Salvador

Battalion prepares for attack

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) — A government battalion was reported moving into positions on the slopes of Cerro Hill yesterday, preparing for a counterattack to retake the guerrilla-held city of Ber­ lin in the province.

Civilians at the Cisucan bridge, six miles west of Berlin, said they saw six air force helicopters fly more than 100 guerrillas into the area. ’60 miles east of San Salvador. They said an air force attack plane bombed suspected guerrilla positions north of Berlin.

Berlin, a town of 30,000 in Usulutan province and a farming center overlooking the Lempa River, is the biggest town taken by the guerrillas. Analysts said it might not try to hold it, the capture of Berlin would signal the end of the month-old war against the U.S.-supported government.

Its capture facilitated the rebels’ campaign of economic sabotage in a stretch of rich corn and coffee lands 25 miles long and about ten miles wide from the Pacific coast nearly to the Pan-American Highway.

The town was defended by less than 100 guerrillas, police and militiamen, and rebel snipers ap­parently had no difficulty turning back two small convoys of reinforce­ments sent to aid them. After about 500 guerrillas overwhelmed the defenders Monday night, the government moved about 1,500 troops into the area from the north.

Civilians in Mercedes Umanua, about 6 miles north of Berlin, reported helicopters flying over late Tuesday, possibly bringing in more troops or supplies.

Although the rebel commander in Berlin indicated that the guerrillas might not try to hold it, the capture of the city demonstrated their increasing ability to operate on more than one front.

The rebels struck in Usulutan province while a 5,000 government troops, including the three mobile battalions trained by the United States, were tied down more than 100 miles northeast of San Salvador on Operation in Morazan province.

An officer in Usulutan, the provin­cial capital, said the 3,500 man gar­ rison there had been halved because a battalion was sent to Berlin. He said the local commander did not want to reduce his force further by removing reserve units which feared a huge guerrilla attack on Uslutan. The U.S. assistant secretary of State, Thomas Enders told the Senate Foreign Relations Committee the capture of Berlin was a "significant psychological action... but not a sig­ nificant military action."

Enders added, however, that the army miscalculated in allowing the rebels to gain momentum in the off­ensive they began in October. "The army failed to react vigorously with the right tactics," he said.

Some foreign military experts in El Salvador said the fall of Berlin demonstrated that the government could lose the war unless its com­manders abandoned the large-scale infantry sweeps that they favor and switched to small-scale, highly mobile counterinsurgency tactics.
Economic Update

Federal Reserve Chairman Paul A. Volcker warned Congress today that commercial banks could precipitate a global "financial crisis" if they stop lending to the world's developing nations because of fear they will never recover billions of dollars in loans. In testimony before the House Banking Committee, the nation's chief banking regulator said that the worsening debt problems of economically troubled Third World nations "can be dealt with effectively" by banks and governments in the industrialized world. Numerous developing countries, particularly Brazil and Argentina, have been unable to meet tens of billions of dollars in debt payments in the last year because of the severe global recession and decline in international trade. The situation could lead to major defaults on loans, collapses of some major banks and a worsening of the world economic picture, many banking experts fear.

WALL STREET UPDATE

The stock market turned in a mixed showing Wed- nesday, leveling off after the wide swings of the past two sessions. The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials was up 10.9 points Monday and off 15.91 Tuesday, rose 2.95 to 1,062.64. Volume on the Big Board totaled 77.22 million shares, down from 82.55 million in the previous session. Analysts said many investors were convinced that a recovery from the recession was at hand, if not already under way. Appearing before the House Banking Committee, Chairman Paul Volcker of the Federal Reserve said the economy "may be taking a first step" toward recovery.

Students in Business, Science & Engineering:

Interested in writing about developments in your field? If so, call Alex 239-5303

Business & Technology
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Economic Update

Federal Reserve Chairman Paul A. Volcker warned Congress today that commercial banks could precipitate a global "financial crisis" if they stop lending to the world's developing nations because of fear they will never recover billions of dollars in loans. In testimony before the House Banking Committee, the nation's chief banking regulator said that the worsening debt problems of economically troubled Third World nations "can be dealt with effectively" by banks and governments in the industrialized world. Numerous developing countries, particularly Brazil and Argentina, have been unable to meet tens of billions of dollars in debt payments in the last year because of the severe global recession and decline in international trade. The situation could lead to major defaults on loans, collapses of some major banks and a worsening of the world economic picture, many banking experts fear.

Deficit fears:

Budget revisions possible

WASHINGTON (AP) — Top Reagan administration officials told Congress yesterday there may be room for compromise in two budget areas — military spending and the 10 percent tax cut. Treasury Secretary Donald Regan said the administration might be willing to compromise on Democrats seeking repeal or delay of the tax cut scheduled to show up in pay checks this summer.

"If you show us your cards, we will show you ours," Regan said under hostile questioning from Democrats on the House Budget Committee.

At the same time, budget director David Stockman hinted at a possible compromise in the administration's proposed $30 billion increase for defense in fiscal 1984. Appearing before the Senate Budget Committee, Stockman said, "If you can find things in there that you can persuade the administration aren't needed, I'm sure people will listen.

In contrast, Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger said Tuesday on Capitol Hill that no cut was possible in the administration's proposed military-budget without endangering national security. The reduction in withholding scheduled for July is the third under President Reagan's broad tax-reduction measure enacted in 1981. Many House Democrats have said they will seek to delay or kill it to reduce the $10.8 billion deficit expected this year.

Regan said the tax cut will reduce revenues by $32 billion, but it is needed to reduce the deficit and spending by consumers that will sustain the economic recovery now just beginning.

Democrats say the cut is applied uniformly and would force reductions in federal deficits that would result in decreased spending for economic growth because interest rates would come down, encouraging investments in new business.

During the two days after the presi- dent sent his fiscal 1984 budget plan to Capitol Hill, Regan was asked repeatedly whether the administration refuses to budged on the income tax cut, tax indexing due to take effect in 1985 and proposals for a standby tax cut to take effect in 1986 if the federal deficit continues to shoot upward.

"Why can't you put it (the tax issue) on the table?" Rep. James Jones, D-Oklahoma, chairman of the House Budget Committee asked Regan.

"This is day two of the budget and already you want suggestions that we change it," said Regan.

But he added, "This might be possible when we see what you want to compromise to.

The Treasury official urged Democrats to press for a tax provision of their own which might be negotiated for a compromise solution.

The administration also opposes amendments to help workers and Democratic leaders are going ahead with plans to cut a public works bill lower the nation's 10.8 per- cent unemployment rate.

Great-West exposure sought:

Pro's investigate sports marketing

By PAT SAIN

Staff Reporter

Can traditional marketing tech- niques work in the sporting event? The marketing department at Notre Dame has been investigat- ing the possibilities of applying marketing research to spectator sports.

Spectator sports in America is "a multi-billion dollar industry that has been ignored," a serious marketing possibility, says marketing chair- man Mike Etzel and Professor John Gaski. Little is known about why people spend money to watch sporting events, Etzel said. "We thought it was about time spectator sports received some scholarly attention," Professor Gaski stated. "There has been not a lot of good work done in this field," he continued, noting that he and Etzel have already held one research col- loquium on applying marketing technology to spectator sports.

The discussion, which was sponsored in part by the Los Angeles Dodgers, the Galaxy of the San Diego Padres, and the American Marketing Association, was held at Notre Dame last April.

Etzel has been invited to put to- gether a special session for the na- tional conference of the Marketing Association. He plans to get several marketing practitioners and resear- chers together and propose the idea of putting marketing to them.

According to Gaski, an important recent study has found that sports form a significant part of our economy, and are of social impor- tance.

"Sports, he noted, is the only indus- try in the country which has its own section in the newspaper, and its presence on television news broadcasts.

The goal of Etzel's sports market- ing research is to determine why people watch sports. "People buy tickets to see a sporting event because they see that it will provide them with some satisfaction," Gaski stated.

Research in this area could find out if this formulation is correct. For example, sports provides a change of pace, an emotional outlet, or a chance to argue with the coach's game strategy.

Not all sports have a need for marketing research, however. For example, there is enough demand for football so that it sells itself.

The common factor among suc- cessful teams is that they require an effort to find out what the customer wants, which Gaski says, is the basic definition of marketing.

Overall, Etzel said that the con- clusion, based on the results of a separate research project in Sweden, that showed that having little control over a career would lead to more re- nominal changes that might lead to better performance.

Although specific high-risk occu- pations have not yet been iden- tified, employee counseling or stress-management jobs might be typical. So might the jobs of walter or customer-service representative for the telephone company, because they require coping with an angry public.

The team now hopes to find ways of modifying jobs so that factors threatening the heart are reduced or eliminated.

Coronaries linked to job responsibilities

The turnd, backed up by the e- conomic pressures that his days tough decisions is an American stereotype. He is the one, most people would predict, who is better able to handle a heart attack, while the blue-collar worker, free from the pressure of making decisions and kept fit by physical labor, will enjoy robust health until well past retire- ment.

So not, according to research- ers from an organization, the Swedish National Institute for Psychosocial Factors and Health in Stockholm. The group has found that a worker is allowed to make the job, the greater, the chance of developing coronary heart disease.

For three years, the American and Swedish researchers, led by Bertil Kraske, a professor of industrial engineering at Columbia, have been studying the relationship between job responsibilities and health in more than 4,000 men in both the United States and Sweden.

Their main finding: the risk of heart disease is higher for employees who work under pressure and have little say about how a job should be done.

This conclusion concides with the results of a separate research project in Sweden, which showed that having little control over a career would lead to more re- nominal changes that might lead to better performance.
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Art department moves to new building

By SCOTT HARDEK Staff Reporter

The specter of a leaking roof and falling plaster should no longer haunt the dreams of art students. Their redemption comes in the form of movement of the Art Department from the old Chemistry building to the renovated old building. Their redemption comes in the form of movement of the Art Department from the old Chemistry building to the renovated old Chemistry building.

The building houses seven of the eight curriculums within the Art Department and already is used for classes. The remaining curriculum, art history, remains in the renovated section of O'Shaugnessy Hall. The Iris Gallery also is now located in the Chemistry building and will sport its first exhibit from its new location, a retrospective show of student work, on Thursday.

Professor Frederick Beckman, chair of the Art Department, said he is extremely pleased with the renovation and the "faciltiy is ecstatic!" He cited the studios and offices available to faculty as major advantages to the new building. Beckman feels that these features will provide a place for the private work and retreat needed in his discipline.

The major structural changes to the building include the addition of skylights and an entrance facing O'Shaugnessy Hall. The renovation will be completed about ten days when the second addition, which will house the foundry and ceramic facilities, is finished.

Although there is less room in the renovated building than in the old building, Beckman explained that the area can be used much more efficiently and is more than adequate.

Continued from page 1

Women told to be achievers

By ANNE MONASTYSKII Senior Staff Reporter

Despite the many injustices and prejudices against women in the working world, "it's worth hanging in there," said Lois Kress, Director of Admission and Financial Aid, a public accounting firm.

Kress, who addressed prospective business women at last week's Sister's Day, said, "there's nothing you women can't achieve if you want to." As for existing injustices, Kress said, "we are going to change them, but it's going to take time." Kress offered these tips to help women get ahead in the working world since there is "a lot of risk involved."

"Be technically competent, you won't be promoted unless you perform well. Know how to work hard at the right thing. Raise your sights, but set realistic goals. Re-enforce your back," Kress said.

She added that many people who are in the right place at the right time are not smart enough to take advantage of the opportunity.

"By becoming an integral part of the organization for which you work is necessary to 'find out about the formal organizational chart,' Kress said, adding that within this "informal chart" the new worker will find a mentor.

"Having a mentor is an "important aspect of achieving goals," Kress said. She advised a mentor to use the informal chart to "find out what you need to know and connect with the right people."


"A career cannot be maintained by the status quo. In the working world, you have to maintain several roles. "You have to go out and make your own career," Kress said. Becoming a career woman, a wife and a mother is "great, but you can't do everything 100 percent."

The Chemical Engineering major asserts that he would use his "most experience and qualifications," which include serving on hall staff for "positive motives" in the Senate.

He says the students believe the Senate is "all back and no bite," while the administration is stifling its efforts.

Boone would "seek the students' points of view" on the issues. He supports saving the fieldhouse, improving the parking facilities on campus, initiating a reduced meal plan, installing cable TV, building a new student center, and putting laundry facilities in men's dorms.

R. Michael Quinn would like to "improve communications on the Quad." He selected, the Flanner sopho­more will publish a monthly newsletter and attend at different Hall's Council meetings each week.

One issue the Business major sup­ports is "placing a men's laundry in the North Quad or the Towers." He would also "seek input from the people" he represents. If cable TV is installed on campus, Quinn feels it should be "paid for by the people who actually use it, not by an across the board tax." He also says "LaFortune is not adequate" as a student center and favors improving it to or the building of a new center.
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Campaign

While Leonardo proclaimed the "era of making the concept of private education may pave a rough road in the future. People are skeptical of making the sacrifice of sending students to a private University," he added. The PACE report calls for increases in admissions office staff and facilities.

Holography

Although holography sounds complicated and scientific, Jackson claims that a six year old could create a hologram in five minutes. "The hardest part about holography is explaining it." She believes that the artist should not be concerned with how holography works, but with what it creates. "The holographer cannot let his subject control him. He must control his subject," Jackson asserted.

Jackson also stressed the creative value of holography. "We have finally taken away the conventional pen and paper. Holography deals with the essentials - space and light. If it is good art, it will survive, because good art reaches out and touches us."
**Editorials**

**The Make-up of a man**

This week's article lays the foundation for future development of several ethical issues currently being debated in The Observer, notably concern for the rights of the homosexuals. For discussion of these or any issues concerning the actions of man, proper moral development must be given to the very make-up of a man.

John Regalbuto

**Attempts at Reason**

American society is sick. It is not as healthy as it could be, due to an overwhelming addiction among its citizens to a lack of awareness and self-respect. In this country, we are not well. We do not know our own spirituality.

A priest, taking a graduate psychology course, described man in the context of a little diagram of the make-up of man's psyche. It showed three blocks, three components stacked one on top of the other. The bottom block is the animal or physical side of man. This block contains man's most basic needs, food, shelter, and sex. Human science also describes the second level, man's social instincts. This block contains the more Bowlby's or child-centered individual phases such as love and the nurturing aspect of man. It is the spirituality of man that sets him apart from animals. Man has the capacity to be happy, to love and hate, and to feel the need to love. To love -- to freely and consciously care for his fellow man.

Spirituality contains a humble recognition of a loving deity, implying that there is something occurring to man in the context of a Christian. Spirituality adds true meaning, dignity, and respect to the make-up of man, but since its qualities are intangible, its acknowledgement is difficult.

Without faith shaping our spirituality, what can man become? Too much emphasis on the physical, or material level, is what we are currently doing. There is an argument closed-minded individual. The Macho man, spectacle戴着, is slapping his chest, and the Southside Intellectual tries to dominate. Mathematics. "Who are you compared to me?" On a broader scale, if we let our society change to one where crime might well be evidence of the physical body, we are doing something wrong to solving problems of society.

Too much emphasis placed on the social levels breeds Joe Cool and Chic Woman, the way we dress, the automobile we drive. The "Valley Girl" Mental degrades a man or woman by the "assumptions of roles," not depending on their thoughts, but on their guesses of other's thoughts. Might a measure of the ideology of Americans to uncritically accept society's truths and feel that we are the reason behind the national divorce rate of fifty percent.

**Sports Illustrated**

**Sports illustrated misrepresents ND athletics**

Dear Editor,

A very flattering article was published in Sports Illustrated about the Notre Dame football program. Some Notre Dame philosophers argue that nothing is perfect, the author of this article made an eloquent case that Notre Dame is unique or for any other. However, our experiences as a student-athlete on campus reveals that the article contained is not reflective of the athletic dept.

According to the Sports illustrated article the University policy regarding athletics is as follows: athletics is one opportunity Notre Dame provides to all its students on an equal basis. Notre Dame is a major university that has a football team, a basketball team (men and women), a golf team, etc. The people who participate in these sports are not simply athletes; they are student-athletes. To achieve the goal of total excellence in a complete education Notre Dame provides an equal opportunity for a student to participate in athletics. Education the admission officers that athletics are a necessary part of the student athlete's college experience.

Success in sports today depends on the physical skills that enable the student to achieve their goal of excellence. All we are trying to say is that the student-athlete's relationship with the University really adheres to this policy. We would like to present a few examples of a situation that we feel is incorrect. This is a situation that we feel is incorrect and that we feel is not in accord with their stated policy.

We are all aware of the plight of our hockey team. The hockey team is not operating at a profit and Mr. Corrigan complains that there is a lack of student support for the program. The hockey team has been denied funding and must rely on their own resources. This is not reflective of the athletic dept.
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**Founded November 5, 1966**
WASHINGTONIANS by the thousands ignored a noon-time downslope yesterday to declare "Hog Love" for their Super Bowl championship football team, the Washington Redskins. Politically motivated in the act, 100,000 resolution adopted by the city council thanking the team "for bringing to the city a sense of purpose, pride and unity."

The crowd of 36,235, the largest to ever attend a football game at The Rock, "enjoyed for a considerable time." About 10,000 fans gathered under the umbrellas at the District building -- the city hall -- and police said that 30,000 plus people had converged on Constitution Avenue for a parade to the foot of Capitol Hill. In a ceremony, Redskins coach Joe Gibbs commended the fans for their turnout in the rain and said it was testimony that the city had the greatest fans in the country. Displaying the Super Bowl trophy, he said each of the fans owned a little bit of it.
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Kelly Tripucka scored 40 points (33,

6), followed his last three free throws to win a National Basketball Association game Wednesday night. The Pacers' Kellogg scored 22 points, and had a career-high 21 rebounds. Detroit, 25-24, cut to the gap at five, 85-80, on a Tripucka jump shot with 8:50 remaining in the third quarter. But the Pacers pulled the lead back at the end of three periods, 111-100, Indiana led by as many as 16, 135-117, with 3:20 remaining, but Detroit scored the next 12 in 2:36 minutes and six, 99-106, to cut the gap to four on a free throw by Isaiah Thomas, 133-129. Marty Byrnes hit a 15-foot baseline jumper with 5:50 remaining to up the Pacers to 105-109, and the two free-throw line, remaining to narrow the lead to three but that was the closest the Pacers could come as Indiana hit six of its final eight free throws to score a six-point victory. -- AP

The Notre Dame weightlifting club will hold its first meeting on Sunday, Feb. 6 at 1:30 p.m. in the weightroom on the third floor of the Rockne Memorial. Attendance is very important, and schedules and special classes and policies will be explained. Anyone interested in weightlifting, bodybuilding, or powerlifting (no experience necessary) is welcome to attend, but are unable to attend, call Matt at 1981 or Pat at 867-07. — The Observer

Miami Dolphin fullback Andrea Franklin says he is looking optimistically in the future regrettably back to Sunday's Super Bowl loss to Washington. "I hope that playing at the Super Bowl will be good experience for us in the future," said Franklin, a member of the American Conference All-Stars for this Super Bowl Pro Bowl game. "I was just happy to be in the Super Bowl. It could be a once in a lifetime thing, or it might come again...soon," he said. "It was something we worked very hard for, and probably the best we have done there." Franklin, a second-round pick, 5-10, 225-pound, carried 16 times for 49 yards in the 27-17 loss to Washington. "Sunday night after the game, I had a real feeling of emptiness," he said. "Something had just slipped away from us." "We of course wanted very badly to win and we had a chance for it. But that was washed away by the Redskins. They dominated the game in the second half," Washington overcame a 17-10 halftime deficit to score 17 straight points.

Any remaining participants in the men's under­ and men's gatl singles racquetball tournaments should call the NCA office at 295-6100 to report results and keep the tournament moving. — The Observer

NCA-VFY volunteers are reminded to pick up their tickets for Saturday's Super Bowl game in Steve Ostri's office in the NCA office at 10 a.m. any way you can get them, you can ask questions, contact one of the student directors. — The Observer

The Observer will accept classifieds Monday through Friday. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. However, classifieds to appear in the next issue must be received by 3 p.m. before the business day begins. All classifieds must be prepaid, either in person or through the mail.
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The Irish hit 55 points, 12 rebounds, and 10 assists. Assists - 15.71%. Off the bench, was held to four points. Saint Mary's was guilty of 30 turnovers. The Explorers' starting lineup for the game marked the introduc­tion of an unusual starting lineup for the Irish. Dan Duff started at guard, followed by Butts, 3-3 in the first half, with Glorios and Glorios, who had one point, and Butts, who had one point. They were being held to four points. Saint Mary's may receive an added boost this weekend as Trisha Nolan, making his first start of his career, pulled down a game-high ten rebounds.

IRISH ITEMS - The Irish hit 55 points from the field. Notre Dame entered the game third in the nation in field goal percentage with a 59% mark. ECAC official James Armstrong gave Phelps a technical foul in the second half. After beating Marquette, the Irish were held to 25 points, and the Irish were held to 18 points.
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Borg says he'll stick to decision

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) - Bjorn Borg says he was hoping that several weeks of practice would make him change his plans about retirement, but it was the practices that convinced him to get out of tennis.

The 26-year-old Swede was in Charlotte yesterday to play Roscoe Tanner in the first of a series of exhibition matches. He told reporters at a news conference that attempts to regain his top-ranking form were fruitless.

"When I started in September, it was very difficult to come back. I really didn't have the motivation," Borg said.

Borg was embroiled in a dispute over having to qualify in certain international tournaments when he refused to play in the mandatory minimum number of events. Eventually, he took five months off in a sort of protest. He said he was hoping the long rest would regenerate his desire for the game.

"I told myself that it's pretty normal that it would be difficult in the beginning," he said. "Actually, it just got worse. I didn't really enjoy it that much.

Borg said he was in Stockholm, Sweden, in preparation for a November exhibition when he made his decision.

"Just one morning, I woke up and I told Mariana (his wife) I think I would probably retire from tennis," he said. "She really didn't believe me. She was always trying to convince me to play.

"No one was notified of that decision, he said, because he still felt he may return to the courts. The dream finally died last month and it brought to a close an 11-year career that included five Wimbledon titles and six French Opens.

"I have four weeks left now and I would like to make the best of it," Borg said. "I'm going to go out and try to play my best tennis. I have nothing to prove. I just want to win my matches.

The only jewel Borg never claimed was a U.S. Open. Four times he was runner-up.

"I tried my best. I'm not that disappointed. There's nothing else I could do," he said. "I played great tennis but I could have played better.

Borg's immediate future includes a career in public relations, but he also plans to do things he said he's always been trying to convince him to do.

"I told Mariana that I would finally retire," Borg said. "I told her to be sure that there was a life outside the tennis tour.

"I was spending a lot of time with Mariana in Monte Carlo, just being by ourselves and living a normal life.

Borg continues his exhibition tour today in Chattanooga, Tenn., tomorrow in Norfolk, Va., Saturday in Baton Rouge, La., and Sunday in Providence, R.I.

... Briefs

continued from page 8

Darryl Stingley, paralyzed in a National Football League game in 1978, has survived a brush with death for the second time in 1 1/2 years. The former Purdue and New England Patriots wide receiver was one of 13 persons injured when fire struck a 12-story Chicago apartment building in October. Two women died in the fire when they leaped from an upper floor as firefighters prepared to raise a ladder. Fire officials said "After the accident, my family was told I was lucky to be alive," said Stingley, who spoke with a reporter as he lay on a stretcher in the Rush-Presbyterian St. Luke's Medical Center emergency room. "That is the second time I'm glad to be alive." He was released later in the evening. Stingley, 31, was paralyzed on Aug. 12, 1978, when he was tackled by Jack Tatum of the Oakland Raiders. Thomas O'Connell, spokesman for the Chicago Fire Department, said the Chicago police bomb and arson squad was investigating the blaze. Stingley, who had lived in the building for nearly a decade, was alone, talking on the telephone in his 11th-floor apartment, when the fire broke out. "The first thing I heard was glass breaking," he said. "There was smoke in the room." He told the caller to telephone for help, and a friend who lived on the fifth floor arrived within minutes. "Five minutes later, it was so smoky that we couldn't see," he said. "Everyone in the building knows I live there. They told the firemen. "I was just worried about blacking out," he said. "I'm a quadriplegic, and I have a slight respiratory problem." Stingley said he told firefighters how to move him. — AP
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**BY WILL HARE**

Sports Writer


Paxson takes charge, again

ND overcomes errors, beats LSC

---

**COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Roland"**

Brooks’ four points during the second overtime gave 17th-ranked Minnesota the lead over Ohio State last night and the Gophers went on to beat the Buckeyes 98-80 to take over the Big Ten conference basketball lead.

Tommy Davis sank two free throws with no time left on the clock after the first overtime to pull the Gophers even at 72-72 and force a second extra five minutes of play. Minnesota, pushing its league record to 6-2 and overall mark to 14-3, broke a first-place tie with Iowa in the Big Ten.

The Buckeyes had lost their last two in a couple of nail-biters on the road, but took the game in the first half despite picking up 15 team fouls.

---

**Center Kenny Barlow follows up a miss with this tip-in in the final seconds of last night’s 68-66 Notre Dame win over La Salle. Bill Hare details the contest with the Explorers at right. (Photo by Ed Carroll)**

---

**By MATT JOHNSON**

Sports Writer


In Wisconsin meet

---

**Beats Ohio State**

**Minnesota annexes Big Ten lead**

---

**UNC 84, Clemson 81**

**CLEMSON, S.C. (AP) — Top-ranked North Carolina, keyed by center Len Parke, erased a three-point deficit with less than five minutes remaining to claim an 84-81 Atlantic Coast Conference victory over Clemson last night.**

Parke, the game’s high scorer with 30 points, led a Tar Heel rally that took them from 75-72 behind to a 79-75 lead with one minute left to play. Clemson, which had erased a 19-4 halftime deficit and led by up to five points in the second half, never quite recovered.

The victory was the 15th straight win for the Tar Heels, who started the season No. 1, faded early in the year, then climbed back. They are now 18-4 overall and 7-0 in the ACC. The loss dropped Clemson to 7-4 overall, 1-7 in the league.

Forward Murray Jarman kept the Tigers in the game in the first half and finished with 19 points before fouling out late in the game. But even with his efforts, Clemson fell behind by three points before struggle back in the first half.

Jarman and freshman Warren Wallace, who had 18 points, led Clemson early in the second half, pacing the Tigers to their first lead in the game, 56-55. Clemson’s lead reached five points, 69-64, when Wallace hit a 3-point shot at the 3:59 mark. Then Perkins and Michael Jordan, who had 24 points, led the Tar Heel comeback.

Arkansas attacks with 14 points on the nine-ranked Razorbacks defeated Rice 70-43 in a Southwest Conference basketball game last night.

Center Joe Kleine had 13 points and Kenny Alton and Alvin Robertson added 10 apiece for Arkansas. Tracy Steeley led Rice with 13 points.

Arkansas jumped to a 23-9 lead in the first half and never let up, pushing its lead to 38-19 at the half. The Razorbacks’ biggest lead of the game was 30-16 with 11:20 left in the game.

With Walker and freshman Keenan DeBoise leading the way with seven rebounds each, the Razorbacks took a 51-27 advantage in rebounding.

---

**Houston 88, Baylor 69**

**HOUSTON (AP) — Houston’s Clyde Drexler, hitting 13 of 30 from the field, scored 29 points to lead the Owls past the Bears.**

The Owls pulled even in the Southwest Conference basketball race by beating Baylor last night.

The Owls ran their season record to 15-7 and moved into an 8-0 record in conference games while Baylor dropped to 10-9 and 2-8 in the conference.

Sanford’s 18 points were high for the game. Buon had 14. Three each scored six points as the Orange assumed a quick 14-4 lead.

Sanford is now 14-1-3 and 5-3 in the conference. The Huskies took a 9-2 and 25-22 lead.

Connecticut was led by Earl Kel- ley with 14 points and Bruce Kuec- keski with 12.

Arkansas 70, Rice 43

**FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. (AP) — Guard Darrell Walker led a balanced**

---

**By DAVE IRWIN**

Sports Writer

Hanover Tourney a trip to unknown for Belles

Still trying to recover from five straight losses, the Saint Mary’s Belles basketball team heads into unknown territory this weekend to compete in the Hanover Tournament. Two of the teams competing will be the Kentucky Wesleyan and coach Mike Rouse knows little about them. However, he believes, in the No. 2 seed in the state and is con- sidered the favorite by the Belles, who are unseeded in the tournament.

After five straight defeats, the Owls own a 5-7 record and are two points behind in the Southwest Conference. They will also battle this weekend at Parkside.

The Owls sport an impres- sive 13-1 record, posted against some of the top teams in the nation, giving the Owls a 7-2 advantage in victory without a defeat on Saturday to raise his untarnished personal record to 10-0.

Larry Earle is the most sur- prise out of Valdiserri. Morrison, in her first action of the year, responded by leading the Owls with 3-2 and 20 points. The Owls won the 5-0 mark for the day. Also shining for the Owls was sophomore guard Steve Young, who averaged 24 points per game.

The Owls, with senior Kimmie Piotrowski, led by 17-12 at the half. The Owls, with senior Kimmie Piotrowski, took the 5-0 mark for the day. Also shining for the Owls was sophomore guard Steve Young, who averaged 24 points per game.
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